Segmentation in Financial Services

Description: At the heart of any customer relationship management (CRM) programme is the effective segmentation and profiling of customers allowing institutions to serve increasingly finer segments more profitably.

Segmentation seeks to differentiate between different value groupings, in order to establish the most significant features that describe the user of a particular product, and to identify which of those are characteristic of a particular customer group. By focusing in on those attributes with the greatest predictive strength, models can be created to predict propensity to purchase or to anticipate response to a new offer.

Whereas once banks could rely on the traditional stickiness of financial relationships to retain customers, now in a retail world characterised by intense competition, product commoditisation and growing consumer sophistication, segmentation is key to differentiation, and growth. Every major financial services group is focusing on high-value customers who contribute disproportionately towards profits (a version of Pareto's Law is applied, which holds that 20% of customers account for 80% of revenues).

Against the current backdrop of uncertainty in retail finance, with banks needing to restore credibility with customers while facing mounting internal problems (I.T. investment currently on hold or with funds diverted to systems integration) – this report offers the short and medium term options that are available to both senior strategic staff as well as regional and branch level staff, looking to attract and retain retail customers.

Section 1 assesses the prospects for three key sectors: The Affluent - The Professional Market and The Unbanked and Underbanked

Each sector is assessed in terms of:
- Prospects
- Best Practice Organisations
- Product Strategies
- Options for outsourcing and alliance
- Marketing and technology requirements

Section 2 of this report looks at the two current themes across key segments – addressing customer concerns at a branch level using behavioural finance methods and re-connecting with the public using social responsibility initiatives. The third strand of this section, looks at gender specific finance initiatives, easily the most under exploited part of modern retail financial services.

A key finding is the importance of financial education programmes for all segments.
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